FPG AIM Capital obtains CMS A/I Fund Management Licence in Singapore, further
expanding and diversifying FPG AIM’s activities in the transportation finance
market
September 2021
FPG AIM Capital has obtained a Capital Markets Services Accredited / Institutional
Investors (‘A/I’) Fund Management Licence from the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
FPG AIM Capital, part of the FPG AIM group, is a Singapore based asset manager with
a focus on asset-based finance in the global aviation, shipping and marine container
industries. FPG AIM Capital seeks to provide institutional investors with attractive riskadjusted returns over the medium to long term, including investment strategies aiming
to achieve positive impact by incorporating Environmental, Social & Governance
considerations.
Led by a team of experienced transportation finance and asset management
professionals, FPG AIM Capital leverages the extensive sourcing & arranging track
record, relationships and global network of FPG AIM (and the broader FPG group) in
Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Ireland, the U.S.A. and the U.A.E.
Through the launch of a licensed fund manager FPG AIM is looking to capture the
increasing demand for non-bank finance in the transportation industry, including for
sustainable financing, and expand the financing solutions which the FPG AIM group can
provide to the many investee companies it has a relationship with in the transportation
industry worldwide.
The reduced activity of banks in the transportation finance market provides opportunities
for institutional investors and their asset managers. FPG AIM has a strong presence in
Singapore and will benefit from Singapore’s role as a global transportation
hub for aviation & shipping and as a leading financial & asset management centre.
Established in 2012 and partially owned by Financial Products Group Co., Ltd. of Japan,
asset finance specialist FPG AIM has arranged over USD 14 bn in Japanese lease
transactions with Financial Products Group worldwide on aircraft, vessels and marine
containers, together with over 40 banks.
More information: info.fac@fpg-aim.com.

